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Further reading

morgAn is sAd todAy
Anthology 

edition Patrick Frey

exhibited only once previously, Jean-Pierre 
Maurer and robert Müller’s photo series has 
been made into a book. edition Patrick Frey 
has published the duo’s photographs under the 
title “Morgan is sad today”, nearly 50 years 
after the original exhibition in the Zurich’s 
design museum. Seemingly fleeting but in fact 
staged, the snapshots question the entrenched 
assumption that photographs portray truth 
and objectivity. Although the first sets of im-

ages are reminiscent of outtakes from a high-fashion contact sheet, the series trails 
into high-contrast contours and grainy cctV footage alike. Presented alongside 
the original introduction by ettore sottsass, the series is supplemented by sandro 
Fischli’s essay contextualising “Morgan is sad today” in post-war switzerland’s 
cultural and economic landscape. nathan Ma

Artist novels
Anthology

sternberg Press

there is a resurgent interest in the 
novel as medium, an attempt to 
reinvigorate both it and contem-
porary artistic practice by casting 
publishing as a form of artistic 
production. sternberg Press’ anthol-
ogy, artist novels, edited by david 
Maroto and Joanna Zielińska is 
thus a timely publication, which parses this in terms of artists’ desire 
to claim a wider platform (seth Price’s essay “distribution” is re-
printed here), as well as the aforementioned experimental form. the 
anthology is structured in two parts: the first features analytical essays 
and interviews, and the second reprints from rare or hard-to-find 
artists’ novels. these include excerpts from guy de conteit, yayoi 
kusama and Valerie rousseau. a useful bibliography of artists’ nov-
els concludes the book. as the publisher contends, the role of the 
novel in artistic practice has yet to be analysed, and this – aside from 
the omission of more recent efforts by younger practitioners – is an 
interesting beginning. Jeni fulton
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MADeLeine bosCHAn

To buY THis AnD oTHeR eXCiTinG 
ARTWoRKs Go To sLeeK-ART.neT

p r e s e n t s

scientia potentia Est (Elektroflabella), 2014

Alumium blinds, cable, laquer, neon, steel tube, socket-outlet 
85 x 48 x 68 cm
€2800 plus VAt

Courtesy the artist and Galerie Bernd Kugler, Innsbruck
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